
 

Boston Big Local Meeting 19th August 2015  
Black Sluice Lock Cottage 

 

Name Title Resident/ 
Non Resident 

Present/Absent/ 
Apologies 

Richard Tory (RT) Chair R P 

Julie Mitchell(JM) LTO NR P 

Christine Hunter (CH) Note Taker NR P 

Jody Raggo (JR)   R P 

Lind Anso Edwards (LAE)  R P 

Bill Badham (BB) Big Local Rep NR P 

Sarah Colbert (SC)  R Ap 

Louis Colbert (LC)  R Ap 

Mandy Exley (ME)  R Ap 

Rachel A Lauberts (RL) Facilitator NR Ap 

Nathan Bryant (NB)  R A 

Ziedonis Barbaks (ZB)  R A 

 

  ACTION 

1. Apologies : As above  

2. Approve minutes of last meeting: Minutes were read and agreed. 
Minutes were proposed as a true record by JR and seconded by LE. 

 
 

3. Matters Arising that are not on the main Agenda:  
RT raised the issue of whether ME had resigned from her position as 
Vice Chair only or as Group member. He stated we would wish her to 
remain a valued group member. LE suggested asking her to stay as a 
resident group member as she was a valuable asset and we could use 
her vote. Following discussion it was decided RT would to contact ME to 
obtain clarity. 
RT explained RL would currently be unable to provide full facilitator 
support due to family illness.  RT confirmed he would maintain regular 
contact. 
BB spoke of the excellent report provided by Fran Taylor and asked if it 
would be published on the website. RT confirmed he was unsure which 
reports need to go on the website and we need to decide as a Group 
who will be doing this.  

 
 
 
 
 
RT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALL 

4. Running things:  
LTO Update - RT confirmed that, at the end of the last meeting, RL had 
been authorised to approach Age UK to see if they would take on the 
role of LTO.  Following a meeting Age UK had agreed to take on the role 
at which point RL confirmed we require Group approval to proceed. RT 
confirmed the Local Trust are very happy for Age UK to take on the role 
of LTO. As not all members had responded to RT’s previous request BB 
proposed RT chase members by telephone to obtain provable response/ 
approval to proceed with the new LTO a.s.a.p.  
Income & Expenditure – JM tabled the BBL Income & Expenditure report 
as at 19th August 2015 which was discussed. RT confirmed previous 
purchases of ‘give-aways’ for the Beach project initial costs had not  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RT 
 



 

  ACTION 

 included VAT and that one item had been discontinued. He had thus 
amended the order to make a total spend of £480 including VAT. BB 
stated the group need to ensure they spend all the funding, review 
under-spend, look at risks and address problems. 
Discussion about decision making when not quorate – RT stated that, 
when there are not 5 partnership members at a meeting, everything 
grinds to a halt. He emphasised that the group need to be quorate to 
pass a vote, a situation confirmed by the LTO. LE restated that, to be 
quorate, we had to have the votes of at least 5 residents. BB suggested 
contacting people direct rather than e-mail. RT replied he had attempted 
to contact Group members using the phone but had been unable reach 
them. Discussion ensued and it was suggested that, if the decision was 
important enough, all methods of contact – including e-mail, text, 
phoning and writing – should be employed if necessary. JR confirmed 
people need to turn up at meetings and hoped that, after the holiday 
period, more people would attend. 
Building the Partnership – Discussion took place around how to build the 
partnership. BB confirmed building on successes and advertising same 
will catch people’s attention. LE confirmed she had one person who 
would be interested in joining the group around November.  RT stated 
we need to publicise more and BB confirmed we had £1,500 set aside to 
hold an event which would make the group more visible. Discussion 
ensued around holding our own event. The preferred event was one 
“piggy backing” on another local event already planned and it was 
agreed to discuss further at the next meeting. JR to speak to the Town 
team to find out what events are planned, i.e. Christmas Fair etc. RT 
suggested linking in with the Hansa society.  

ALL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JR 

5. Doing things:  
Plan review – activity updates   

 Reports Received – BB confirmed we had received 1 report from 
Fran Taylor on the Beach activity which was extremely well 
publicised, received and attended by different nationalities. This came 
under point 2.3 of the plan and was a great success 

 Recent Activity – RT reported the street vacuum had been purchased 
and would be in use next Monday/Tuesday.  The Community Shed 
had been refurbished. Posters re litter in the Maud Foster drain were 
on site. Community champions (4 have been recruited) and Chewing 
Gum bins and pocket ashtrays had been purchased to start in 
September. JR confirmed we can have space on the Council’s ‘anti 
litter/cigarette butt’ market stall to promote BBL any time and J Moore 
from the Council is very positive about promoting us.  

 Understanding spending – BB raised the issue of clarifying the 
situation, in light of the delay in making certain allocated funding 
available. He listed 2 scenarios – The first being with respect to CVS 
for events pot, where some of the events scheduled would not be 
able to start later.  BB said that a decision needs to be made by the 
Partnership on whether to claw the funding back or to let them have 
it, as there is an underspend. RT suggested that, as the funding is for 
2 years, the end date for underspend is at the scheme end date when 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

  ACTION 

 the scheme is up for review. As a point of principal the group agreed 
this meets with our approval as, at present, our plan is approved for 2 
years and our budget is approved annually.  We cannot confirm with 
CVS this is absolutely certain as the budget for next year is not 
approved. BB’s second scenario was for situations where it will no 
longer be possible for all the planned sessions of an activity (e.g. 
one-a-month for ten months) to be run within time limits due to a late 
start. BB suggested we clearly need to pay only for the sessions that 
can/will be run but we need to review and possibly re-set the figure 
for the next financial year. The Group agreed to this suggestion. 

 Community Chest – JR confirmed this is ready and will soon be up 
and running. 

Proposals 
Radio request for funding - 1 proposal had been received and BB stated 
this would help us to agree rules for dealing with proposals. Discussion 
ensued on how to deal with the request – e.g. 1. Was it a Community 
Chest application? 2. Does it fit in with the current plan? Or 3. If not, is 
there a “wow” as it is a great idea that had not previously been 
considered? BB read through the request for £10,000 in detail to run the 
project for 10 years. After consideration the Group felt it was unclear 
where this would fit in with the plan and RT to forward an e-mailed copy 
of the plan to the applicant and JR to contact him and confirm this may 
fit in for community chest funding. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RT 

6. Communications:  

 Boston College new hub – discussed at the last meeting when the 
group was not quorate. This is about encouraging enterprise and 
developing skills under Theme 4. Following discussion BB proposed 
that RT and RL have a more detailed conversation with Karen at the 
college about what they could deliver and possible adjust the budget 
accordingly  

 Projects – events materials – JR confirmed RT and himself would 
be manning a market stall in September on Market day to promote 
BBL. There were enough “Gizzits” and leaflets left for handing out.   

 Marketing Materials – RT confirmed they were going to have a 
presentation about a data base Ap being developed. RT tabled 
copies of all publications relating to BBL events as listed in the 
Boston Bulletin, local and national press including the County 
magazine. BB stated these were very positive for the Group and 
asked RT to start a file.  

 
 
 
 
RT/RL 

7. AOB:  

 DBS checking – update RT confirmed his had been carried out and 
RL to organise hers from home 

 RT reported he had an invoice for ash trays purchased and 
explained what their use would be. He signed and handed this to JM 
to process through for payment.  

 
 
RL 
 
JM/LTO 

7 Date & Time of next meeting: Next meeting will be on Thursday 10th 
September 2015 at 6.00 pm, at Black Sluice Lock Cottage 

 

Meeting finished at 8.00 pm. 


